UA Prosperity Express
4th Step Prompt Sheet:
Resentment (Fantasy*)

Rich People
Poor People
Successful People
People
Co-workers
People who owe you money
Movie Stars
Mother
Father
Sister
Brother
Banks
Former Employers
Future Employers
Fantasy Employers
Lottery
IRS
Landlord
Money
Inheritance Tax
Tax
Stores
Credit Card Companies
Loan Companies
Creditors
God
Other People’s Money

UA Prosperity Express
4th Step Prompt Sheet: Fear

Fear Of Being Homeless
Fear Of Former Employers
Fear Of Future Employers
Fear Of Fantasy Employers
Fear Of Lottery
Fear Of IRS
Fear Of Landlord
Fear Of Money
Fear Of Inheritance Tax
Fear Of Tax
Fear Of Stores
Fear Of Credit Card Companies
Fear Of Loan Companies
Fear Of Creditors
Fear Of God
Fear Of Other People’s Money
Fear Of Being Alone
Fear Of Men
Fear Of Women
Fear Of Children
Fear Of Being Alone
Fear Of Making Mistakes
Fear Of Being Trapped
Fear Of Being Controlled
Fear Of Losing Things
Fear Of Being Abused
Fear Of Trusting People
Fear Of Intimacy
Fear Of Success
Fear Of Responsibility
Fear Of Boredom
Fear Of Choosing Wrong Partner/Wrong Job/etc.
Fear Of Hard Work
Fear Of Being Trapped
Fear Of The Limelight/Center Stage
Fear Of The Sidelines/Wings
Fear Of Intimacy
Fear Of Abandonment
Fear Of Wealthy People
Fear Of Worldly People
Fear Of Losing Possessions
Fear Of IRS
Fear Of Financial Clarity
Fear Of God
Fear Of The Devil

(*If you find yourself having extended revenge/victory fantasies involving one of these topics this may be a clue to a resentment.)